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Students take on the challenge course
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Increase· in
accidents lead
to state-wide
texting ban
By f:lachel Greve
For The Observer

»» . WEEKLY « «
ROUNDUP
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A report made by the Observer
found that leftover meal plan
funds over the past live years have
surpased $220,ooo: Page 3.
CWU' s PANGA lab brings a
significant understanding of the
geologic dangers here in the Pacific Northwest. Page .4.'

.

.

Xander Fu/The Observer

Marc E. Bassy rocked the Barto Lawn last Thursday, May 24 as the finale for Student Appreciation
Day. He played an .hour long set, and played many hits, from "Main Chick" to "Morning."

In the 10 months since the new texting and driving law went into effect,
Washington State Patrol have ticketed
more than 5,400 drivers and more than .
200 in Kittitas County alone. Phone
use behind the wheel is an issue that
Washington State Patrol Trooper Brian
Moore runs into every day.
"This is ·a nationwide epidemic,"
said Moore, the public information officer. "Until we as a nation realize how
dangerous texting and driving is, we will
continue to lose citizens."
With almost 200 tickets being handed out in Kittitas County in the past 10
months, texting and driving is still a major issue Washington state faces.
But the problem may stem further
than just texting and driving while alone
in the car. Many still say they are comfortable in the car when the driver is on
the phone, depending on the situation.
"In certain situati9ns, I feel comfortable with the driver texting behind the
wheel, but I know I probably shouldn't,"
CWU student Emily Gallagher said.
Gallagher received a citation in
her hometown of Auburn, Washington, when she was in high school. She
was stopped at a traffic light for looking down at her phone--like so many
do--not realizing an officer was right
beside her.
Distracted Driving Fat~litles In Washington State

cwµ ~rings home gold in 10k
Senior long distance runner turns heads at GNAC

Looking for love? Facebook is
coming out with a dating service.
Read up on live tips to utilize the
c;Jpplication when it comes out.

By Austin Lane
Staff Reporter

Page 8.
Gun control · is the subject of the
theatre ensemble' s latest production, "Bang, Bangl You're Dead," ·
a story of a troubl ed high school
student and timely commentary.

Page 5 . ·

''

CWU Softball Coach Mike Larobee reAects on how he fell in love
w ith baseball and how he supports his team . Page 10.

The GNAC Outdoor Track and Field
Championships on May 11-12 was considered by CWU Track and Field head
coach Kevin Adkisson to be a good chance
to "get your bragging
rights" as a team. ·
CWU
Track
and Cross Country
distance runner Josh
Boston went into the
event and came out
with those bragging
rights in an unforgettable
individual
peiforrnance. Boston
Courtesy of
entered the 1Ok race
Athletics
ranked eighth in the
GNAC. With a time of 32:08.40, he ended
the race victorious and walked away with
his first' ever 10k win at the GNAC Outdoor Track and Field Championships.
Boston comes from Ridgecrest, Cali-

:~ · · · · 1···
40

fornia, a small town about 100 miles north
of Los Angeles. All Boston wanted out of
high school was some scholarships, so he
ended up as a Wtldca,t.
''It was definitely a shock at first," Boston said. "I'm from a. town in the middle
of nowhere .. . it was a big change."
Boston was redshirted his freshman yeai:
This allowed him to continue to work towards
getting better for a season before coming back ·
and officially being part of the team.
"Every season after that he's made
great progress," Adkisson said. "He's
always been one of our dependable top
distance guys. This year he definitely took
another big step forward in terms of being a contributor on the Track side."
Boston isn't a loud and extroverted
leader according to Adkisson, but he is
still a leader through positivity and reliability. Boston will be coming hack for
Fall 2018 to end his time here at CWU
with one final Cross Country season.

- See "Long Distance" page 9
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Since Washington state first banned
texting and driving in 2007, 46 other states have passed a law banning or
prohibiting some sort of cell phone use
while driving, including texting and
driving. Washington state first passed a
law banning texting and driving but not
the use of GPS, Twitter or surfing any
other social media sites. it wasn't until
2015 that the state made it harder to use
a phone while driving stating a phone
call can still be made, however, it would ·
need to be hands-free.
After a 32 percent increase in distracted driving fatalities between 2014
and 2015, state lawmakers saw a need
for a more specific, re-worded law that
made all phone use illegal.

- See "Texting" page 6
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you. We also report because, acc9rding to
society, making a living as a novelist isn't
financially or statistically "feasible."
Given, we haven't always stood up
to this test of dedication for you, the
student. Like any great stude~t-run
newspaper (and, for our size, I'd say that
we're standing up to some of the greats),
we've seen the ebb and flow of students
and interests. But, ultimately, nobody
colleagues and faculty members here
covers CWU like we do. We are the
helped my transition by providing valustudents
of Central and we are student
able insight and personal support that I
journalists.
Because of that, we've develfeel so valuable to have had.
oped the curiosity to match.
Every second that I've worked at this
Most people take for granted how
paper I've believed in its potential for
important
the press is in their lives. As
change. The Observer is not its typeface
student journalists, it's so important
or its masthead. It's not the I 2 pages of
to have local events and investigative
ink pressed to tabloid-size paper every
enterprise
covered on a daily or weekly
Wednesday that's ready for readers the
basis.
We're
there at the budget summit
next day. It's not the small 700-square-foot
meetings where high-stakes presentanewsroom with eight Macintosh computers and the paper budget to rival even the . tions are given by deans. We're there at
the ASCWU elections, covering all the
most liberal of small office supply chains.
candidates
and giving you the informaJt's not the loud noises of keyboards being
tion to make informed voting decisions.
bashed to death by editors as we put in
· We're there at Student Appreciation
edits on Wednesday mornings, anticipatDay, reviewing the events that make
ing .our 10:30 a.m. deadline.
CWU such a unique place to visit.
The O!;>server has always been about
No other publication covers CWU like
the people. It's about the people we
we
do. And that's important.
report on, the values that they represent
One
of the most important things that
and the people that we are. We report for
I've realized as an undergrad is that time

Observation
Deck
By Eric Rosane
Co-Editor
It was over a year and a half ago, during
one of my first days of winter quarter, that
I began working on staff at The Observer.
I-started out as a copy editor. From the
moment that I stepped into that small
newsroom on the second floor of Bouillon
Hall, I knew that I was amongst my people. This was where I wanted to be and
this was what I wanted to be doing.
So here we are everyone. Less than
two weeks away from graduation and, if
you're like me, so much to do and even
more left to reflect on. I'm extremely
happy that I decided to come to CWU
and transplant my life amongst the
talented professionals and characters
that make up this university. I transferred here after receiving my associate's
from Skagit Valley College. Friends,

is sparse and, even worse, it flees so quickly. In the blink of an· eye, we turn from
small children to cowering adults who are
expected by the world of so much. We
are thrown from our cribs of comfort into
the beautifully awkward dance of life and .
are expected, on more occasions than I'd
like to adrnit, just "wing it."
Life, like most things, is not long
enough. It's not long enough to not do
what you love. It's not long enough to not
let your curiosity guide the better part of
your education. It's not long enough to
not make a mad dash head first towards
something you care about. It's not long
enough to not endure through countless
failures and hours of tested patience to
imagine the long ter.m gain that might inevitably never come. It's not long enough
to not love the people around you, with
whom you've endured hell with and with
whom you might not be here without.
As one of my favorite artists once said
on art and passion, '_'life is basically a sprint
towards the beautiful while swinging a bat
at the bullshit that is thrown at you." As
time goes on, especially past graduation,
remember to take a moment and remember where you were when you first found
your passion. Make sure· to reminisce on
what it was that made you choose that
passion which you're pursuing.

By Nicholas· Tucker

much and relying on the prob.ts from its counterpart to stay
"Students leave so I don't have them coming in, but we
open. According to sandwich artist Jonathan Pinon, sales get tourists coming in and going to concerts at the Gorge. It
drop dramatically in the summer.
about evens out," Cox said.
Ellensburg is a college town and with that comes some unique
"For sure there's a lot less people coming in during the
The Fire house dispensary does see a change in business,
qualities. In a town of 20,000, roughly half are students, so what summer;" Pinon said: "Students are the main customers. but more of a change in kind than scale, accor~g to budhappens to the local economy when its population fluctuates In the summer it's about half as much business and it's the tenderJohnny McDavid.
same in the winter."
greatly as students come and go for the summer?
''In the summer we do see that mass exodus of students.
Businesses vary in how they
Other businesses are not so af- However; after a while, we have built up strong relationships
fected. Utopia Frozen Yogurt and · with the community and have regulars coming in at the same
work and how they are affected by
Coffee House sees only a IO to 15 rate, sometimes every day," McDavid said. 'We see about a
change,butallsharesomecommon
the summer the biggest
rules. One of these rules is that the
percent decrease in business during IO percent change in overall business, but we get a lot more
ange is late-night business.
the summer, according to owner tourism and concert-goers. We have that core group of locloser Ellensburg businesses are to
CWU, the more they are affected
Beth Fmger; even though- the busi- cals and the after-work and lunch rushes stay consistent."
Lunch and dinner sales change
ness is adjacent to CWU
by the migration of students. Doma little, but it's mostly late-night
"It only drops a little because we
ino's pizza, which is directly across
sales that have major change. ·
the street from campus and receives
have camps going on and other things
a great deal of its business from
on campus," Fmger said 'We also get
more locals with kids. It's more spread
students, experiences a sales drop
Justin Tucker, Dominos General Manager
30
out during the day rather than having
by about 30 percent during the
20
big rushes like the lunch rush."
summer, according to the General
According to Finger; her employment also balances out.
ManagerJustin Tucker.
10
'We lose a little bit of sales but not a ton," Tucker said.
'We have_those graduating and leaving, those going home
"Over the summer the biggest change is late-night business. for the summer; but also students who want to work more
0
Lunch and dinner sales change a little, but it's mostly late- during the summer;" Finger said. ·
The farther businesses are from campus, the amount that
night sales that have major change."
Some businesses are affected even more than this, such as they are affected by the bi-annual migration decreases. They
Subway on University Way and Alder street. This franchise are also affected by tourism, which is more prevalent during
is already at a disadvantage compared to the location on the the summer. Carol Cox, owner of Old Skool's on Main
other side of town ori Canyon Road, earning about half as Street,.sees this regularly.
Miles King/ The Observer ,

Staff Reporter

''

Sales decrease during the summer
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Editorial policy: The Observer is a public forum for student expression, in which
student editors m ake policy and content decisions. The mission of the Obse1ver is WIO-fold;

to serve C entral Washington University as a newspaper and to p~ovide training for students
who are seeking a career in jo urnalism . The Obse iver seeks to provide complete, accurate,
dependable infor mation to the campus and community; to pro~de a public forum for the
free debate of issues, ideas and problems facing the community at large, and to be the best
source for" information, education and ente1tainment news. As a training program, the

Copy Desk Chief

Alexa Murdock I copydesk@cwuobserver.com

Obse1ver is the practical applic_a tion of the theories .ind principles of journalism .

[t

tcad1es

students to analy.te and communicate information that is vital to the d ecision making of the
community at large. It provides a forum for students to learn the ethics, values, and skills

-

Photography Editor
Xander Fu

I alexander.fu@cwu.edu

.

needed to succeed in their chosen .c aree r. If .you have questions call (509) 963 -1073 or e-mail
us at cwuobseiver@gmail.com
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Where do student meal plan dollars go?
By Bryce Jungquist
Staff Reporter
Small

Medium

'Large

Extra large
These are the different meal plan sizes available to students at CWU. Each one
dictates the average weekly number of
meals someone could eat at various dining
halls on campus. Yet, students may not
know where the remaining money on their ·
connection card ends up at the end of
spring quarter.
Leftover meal plan money in the past five
years has added up to a total of $220,910.
In the last five years, the annual amount
of remaining meal plan funds has ranged
from $23,668 to $69,756.
Joseph Klucking, CFO and _Vice
President of Business and Financial Affairs,
said any excess meal plan money goes into
the Dining Services account. The funds
then are... f>ut towards maintaining dining
operations:
.
Iq .the. past; the money has ended up
in the reserves after being sent to dining
operations·."''

would say is the Bassetties needed a new roo[
That was say a $5 million project," Layman
said: "Well, they might know they have $4
million in the bank right now [and] will end
the year at this amount. So, $5 million is
going to go to the Bassetties remodel."
Layman added that if Dining required
one new stove that costs $30,000, they
would make the request. He said money
came out of the same fund when they
recreated the dining room in Holmes,
which was mote_ than $109,000 for the
entire renovation.
The funds students didn't get back may
have also gone to countless university
driven renovations. The reserve account ·
mentioned by both Klucking and Layman
is called Fund 573. It's mainly for housing
arid dining, but includes conferencing,
catering and services as well.
Each of these departments share
operating

Xander Fu / The Ob~erver

Students enjoy dinner in Holmes dining hall,. Holmes dining renovations costing over $100,000 were paid
for with money from Fund 573.

_Efforts to spend_&e money
Stanton said he hopes that students

will get a meal plan which fits their needs
and change it when needed .. Students
d •
can picI!: a smaller or larger p 1an unng
It
profits d' and · wi_
.nter an d spnng
. quarter. S tanton sai'd
• is'' used · for ' '
r : .... ,,, 1 • ,, , ,,,. "l 1
_.,
1
1mp or tan t
expen 1tures
ak d
f hi
equipment
'
c1
..,,.,,,,,·' ta'. ether ...~aI1_yt e.a vantag(: Gl t s. ,,,r
.a
•
•
Th! had . ~
"Dan [L_ayman] tries to get~-ho)d of
replacements
Dan [Layman] tnes to get a hold of
Y
•
those that for whatever reason are. not
or reviving th e
those that for whatever reason are
lll?ectomopeeratinogf spending it," Stanton said. "The goal
facilitities.
not spending it. The goal would be to
$ 6 , 009 , 796 would be to have no money left over
"We
are
lastyearbefore but I think part of it is just a bell curve
talking 'about .. have no money left over. ·
·
''
additional statistical thing." ,
now diverting
Klucking said with the whole issue
whatever
non-related
regarding leftover r:neal , plan money,
-Patrick
Stanton,
accounting
and
financial
services
that money
expenses were
this is not how everything is supposed to
· 11 ,i' taken out.
is," Klucking
function. He said they do not count on
said. "Hoping
' 'Dininf
the remaining funds to be there and do
that it's zero, but if there is some money Services had a revenue of $13,797,481
everything
th ['r, n 'Ye. , are . going to start a food before expenses. That means $69,756 or
possible
to
cooperative."
· about half a percent was from leftover
communicate
250
Klucking said they will begin growing meal plans. Patrick Stanton, a controller for
to students.
their own produce inside greenhouses and accounting and financial services, said he
He added
200
these will be located close to a community wouldn't want to see this reach 5 percent.
that
CWU
"I don't even want to see one percent
garden. He said there are also conversations
attempts
~
150
with local farmers regarding purchasing myself, but I'm just the accountant," he said.
to
warn
things like pastured pork arid grass-fed ''It would be up to Joseph [Pearson] and
students that
bee£ He said the leftover funds would aid in Dan [Layman] to figure out what to do."
100
their balance
countering the cost of those projects.
CWU Dining Services is a member of
is higher than
Dan Layman, Director of Dining NACUFS, (national association of college and
50
anticipated
Services, said that all their moiiey goes into university food services). Stanton said NACUFS
in the early
an account at the end of the year to be used releases a large standard study each year.
0
point of the
for renovations.
He said there could be a number
2013
2014
year.
This
"I'm not on that committee, but what they referring to the industry standard.
way, someone
with a meal
plan can try to
. get this number to zero. But often, there
isn't a lot of response from the students
contacted through email.
"If we sent out 200 emails, we only
get a handful back about students that
are interested," Klucking said. "I think
students need to take control of the offer
and they need to be responsive to our
dining director when he sends out these
messages oecause we really do want all
the money to be spent."
Klucking said if students don't keep an
eye on their balances, they're trying to find
ways to utilize the money that's a common
good for every person with a meal plan.
In response, CWU has created the
Presidents United to Solve Hunger
(PUSH) program for students who have
food insecurity where they can get a
o @cwuob,eive,
meal out of donated leftover meal plan
money. PUSH is an initiative designed
to help students who are hungry or don't

bave a pl~ce to live, according to p~ge
on CWU's website.
Klucking said it's better to do this than
have someone purchasing a tub of beef
jerky. Studnts can also use the money to
help fund the making of the food CWU
creates.
, "We can _grow our own tomatoes and
lettuce, t4a,t's going to [be] far mm;e,
sustainable and require less fossil fudl
then if we buy it from Spokane Produce,
who buys_it from Chile," Klucking ~?id.
"The students have told us that they
want this type of thing, even though this
is a very small dollar amount [as] it's not
going to pay for all that stuff.!'
Layman said this year has been a
bit different . regarding people trying
to unload money around spring time.
Students with
meal . plans
can
donate
to
PUSH,
if
they're
feeling
like
giving
back.
~
Dining also
collaborated
with student
government
and
other
clubs to have
things such as
2015
2016
2017
food drives.
Dinin g
Miles King/The Observer services could
be bringing in
items the food bank could welcom e like
canned goods, but not fresh fish because
it won't keep. Theoretically, students
could buy these items and donate them.
"The previous years, students could
say I want so much money to go [this
thing], then there were like four different
organizations that they could designate
their money too," Layman said. "But it
got to be mostly outside campus groups
and giving it to the humane society really
wasn't benefiting students on campus."
Layman said it was a good idea, but
they have changed that option now. When
CWU becomes aware of a food drive,
they could stock up on non-parishables
like soups. He said when they knew of a
food drive taking place, they could stock
up on Campbell soups and things like.
This way students with meal plans can
purchase these items and donate them to
those in need.

Leftover student
meal plan f\lnds
have tot~led over
$220,000 over the
last five years.

Read tne Observer?
We want to hear from you!
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Just visit our Twitter or Facebook page.
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PANGA· lab monitors the West Coast
By Jack Belcher
Senior News Reporter
CWU Pacific Northwest Geodetic Array (PANGA) receives
data from over 1,200 GPS arrays located mainly around the
western United States.
These GPS devices, known as
a geodetic monuments, measure
the movement of the Earth,
which is sent in real time to PANGA on the CWU campus.
According to lead PANGA
analyst Marcelo Santillan,'
CWU is on par with very
hi.gh level institutions around
the country such as MIT and
Berkeley. Santillan also said that
PANGA has been improving
and has been growing.
According to Santillan, these
monuments send mov~ment
information every second to
CWU. The information is very
accurate measurements about
earthquakes, such as the size
of the quake and how it has
evolved over time.
This is especially important
when there is an earthquake
on the coast because tsunamis can occur. The size of a
tsunami depends on the size of
the earthquake and with these
monuments, it is possible to
predict how big a tsunami will
be and where it will hit land.
These monuments also give
sight into the slow process of a
volcano inflation. PANGA has a

sensor near Mt. St. Helens that
detected the ground changing
near the 2004 eruption. Since
then, the area has stabilized.
''A volcano is-like a little pipe
with a chamber room at the bottom because of magma," Santillan said. ''When an eruption
happens, that is like toothpaste
that is just squeezed and it comes
out of the lop and the ground
sort of collapses and shrinks."

''

When
an
erruption
happens, that is like
toothpaste that is just
squeezed and .it comes
out of the top.
.

''

-Marcelo Santillan, lead PANGA analyst

Thjs shrinking in the land is
detected by a sensor in the area.
PANGA was able to see how the
sensor moved closer to the volcano and how the magma chamber
was sinking at that time.
Santillan said the best place to
set up one of these monuments
is somewhere solid that has long
roots. Thes~ monuments are
built to stay well attached to
the ground, so the best place is
somewhere rocky.
According to PANGA Field

Engineer Rex Flake, these monuments are placed all over the
U.S., although many of them are
close to the West Coast due to
high activity levels in the area.
The Juan de Fuca Plate, located adjacent to the North American plate, has been moving
underneath the North American
plate for around 200 million
years, at a rate of about 44 millimeters O.5 inches) a year. This
process is called subduction.
Because of this, there is a possibility of a very large earthquake
every 300 to 400 years.
According to Flake, the last
big quake was in the 1700s.
''.Just make sure that you are
over here in Ellensburg and not
in Seattle," Flake said. "There
is going to be a lot more shaking over there."
There are also a lot oLshal;low faults in the area and vyhe~
a large subduction happens,
it could set off the rest of the
smaller ones, causing a "double
whammy." It's also a possibility
that if this happens, Mt. Rainer
could start to shake, which
would cause mud flows that
affect the entire area.
Flake said that this is unlikely because Mt. Rainer has
remained stagnant for a long
time. The most active volcano
in the state of Washington is
Glacier Peak.
"It is just north of us, not
a lot of people even know

$ VC ISkagit Valley College
0

Image courtesy of PANGA

Special equipment in the PANGA lab displays geodeti<; monument locations and
their movement. The lab monitors the entire western United States.

about it," Flake said.
Other than Mt. St. Helens,
Glacier Peak had some of the
most recent activity. However,
the peak is sort of a blind spot
for PANGAbecause it's so
hard to reach the area. Flake
and Walter Szeliga, another
CWU professor involved with
PANGA, want to get a monument at the location.

"It's a two-day hike just to
get to the base of the mountain," Flake said. "It's a wilderness area, so you can't fly in
with a helicopter."
1
ri3ecause of this blind spot,
PANGA knows little about
Glacier Peak. While Flake would
like to see more data on the area,
he is sure that PANGA would see
warnings before an eruption.
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CWU theatre students take aim at gun contr()l
By Will Shomo
Staff Reporter
The latest addition to CWU
theatre ensemble's ·GhostLight
Lab Series "Bang Bang! You're
Dead" was performed last week
in Hertz Hall auditorium and is
a drama first performed in 1999
in response to school shootings
that took place in the late 90s
such as the Springfield, Oregon,
massacre of 1998, which left 27
students dead ..
The decision to perform
"Bang Bang! You're Dead" was
made after the school shooting
in Parkland, Florida. The play
director, Graeme Buchanan,
had been reading about the play
for years before and concluded
that now was as good of a time
as ever to perform it.
"Bang Bang! You're Dead"
focuses onJosh, a troubled, once
popular high school football
player that is disgraced to the
point of killing his parents and
five of his classmates.
J osh's girlfriend leaves him
for his friend and he is constantly heckled by acquaintances and
former teammates to the point
' of extreme resentment.
CWU's talented theatre
students do the play justice
with their passionate interpretation of such a relevant drama. Emotions are conveyed in
a believable manner, and ironically the dead students feel
very much alive.
Characters banter and
discuss curre nt gun control

Josh, played by Dylan Eckstein, relives his first time hunting. He is haunted by the spirits of the people he killed.

policy suggestions relevant
to the current political atmosphere such as a rming
teachers and ·even protecting students with ballistics.
Past visions . and jail cell
hauntings are a staple in the
play and have little to no
props involved which makes
the main character, Josh,
seem isolated and lonely.
Although Josh is a deranged killer, the performance
injected him with human emotion and wonderfully executed
the difficult task of making a

J osh must face his victims long after he took their lives.

Friday," Buchanan said.
Buchanan feels an obligaEmotions are conveyed in tion to contribute to the gun
a believable manner, and control conversation with
this drama.
ironically the dead stu"The main reason I did
dents feel very much alive. this play is because it seems
like every time we get to this
point in our country where
-Will Shomo, Staff Reporter
there's a shooting that hapmonster relatable.
pens, three things · happen;
"It's crazy that in that time this isn't the time to talk abo ut
frame (between the propos- gun control, thoughts and
al and p erforman ce) there's prayers, and congress starts to
b een about five scliool shoot- do something but does nothings with one happening last ing," Buchanan said.

"Bang Bang, You're Dead"
was a hour long performance
with few dull moments. The
play leaves viewers with a bleak
feeling for Josh's prison sentence,
as he is doomed to be haunted
forever by his dead peers. The
ensemble did what they set out
to do with this play, contribute
to the conversation. The end of
the show was met with a standing ovation and students discussing policy as they were leaving
the auditorium.

The first state to ban texting and driving over a decade ago has m
your personal device when b _ehind the wheel
·
"TexHng" from page 1

As of July 23, 2017, a new state law made it illegal to
use a personal el~ctronic device while driving unless yo~
are using a single touch to activate Bluetooth or GPS. The
law also includes reading, ~riting or sending a text message, which includes using it at a stop light or stopped in
heavy traffic . If a driver is found to be using or holding ·a
personal electronic device, including a cell phone, tablet,
video game or any other messaging device, they will be
fined $ 136 the first time and $272
for repeated offenses. The ticket is
referred to as an Electronic DUI
(E-DUI), and these offenses are now
being reported to the driver's insurance, allowing insurance companies
to raise rates.
"Six years ago when the law was
beginning to be enforced more, an
insurance company would maybe have one report a quarter when
it came to texting and driving," bill
supporter and Washington State
Sen. Ann Rivers (R- La Center) said.
'½.nd now there are at least six or sev-Steve Ness, Snohomish
en a day reported."
The same day the new cell phone
law went into effect, a second law that made distracted driving a secondary offense also went into effect. The offense is a
$99 fine and a law many are confused and frustrated about.
With the confusion between what is considered a pri. mary and a secondary offense, many are left wondering
·if they can even drink their morning cup of coffee without getting a ticket.
"It's not illegal" to drink your morning coffee or eat a muffin, but when you are eating that Big Mac and swerving in

'

lanes and driving dangerously, that's when it becomes illegal," CWU Campus Police Lieutenant Marc McPherson
said.
.
A primary offense is a law that is enforced at all times
and something you can be pulled over for, including ,
changing lanes without using a blinker, running a stop
sign or speeding.
In the state of Washington, a secondary offense is a law ,
that can only be enforced when a primary offense occurs,
meaning that a -ticket can only be issued to a driver if they
run a stop sign while drinking coffee or eating a sandwich.
In an attempt to hit the state goal of zero traffic
deaths by the year 2030, the Washington State Traffic
Safety Commission has launched
Target Zero, a campaign that aims .
at eliminating traffic d eaths and
__ ~erio us injurie s on state highways
and roads.
It's not uncommon for drivers ;to '
think they can use their phones without
any consequences.
That's what Snohomish County Fire
District Captain Steve Ness thought
when he was texting and driving this
past March.
"I thought I was invincible, just like
every other person who is texting and
driving. They think 'It'll never be me,"'
Fire District Captain Ness
said. '½.nd then it happens to you."
Ness was looking down at his phone
when li.e ran his truck off the road, running over multiple trees and completely destroying his truck. An outcome
Ness is thankful for.
"Lucky for me no one was on the sidewalk when I went up
on it," said Ness. "It could have been a lot worse for myself
or someone els~ if they were on the sidewalk."
A recent study done by the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration (NHTSA) found thaf driver~ who are texting
on their cell phones are just as dangerous as drivers who have

I thought I was invincible, just
like every other person who is
texting and driving. They think
'it'll never be me.'

''

And then it happens to you.
County

.9• I of deaths daily to distracted driving in the US

+

.j.

1ade if even harder to use ··

Age distribution of tickets in
Kittitas County
Teens
9%

Over SO

12%

a blood-alcohol level of .08 percent, many officers agree.
"I think it's worse for someone who is texting and driving
than it is for someone who is drunk an<l _driving," McPherson •
said. "There have been many times I think I am about to pull
over a drunk driver and take someone to jail and they end up
just being someone texting and driving."
McPherson explained that someone who chooses to text
and drive is making a conscious decision to put themselves
and others in danger, while the choices and decisions of those
under the influence of alcohol are often impaired.
However, McPherson advises to never text and drive nor
get behind the wheel after consuming alcohol. ·
Rivers compared the new texting and driving law to the
seatbelt law passed in June of 1986.
"When the seatbelt law first passed, it still wasn't something
a lot of people followed," Rivers said. "But now you almost
never see anyone driving without wearing a seatbelt. We
hope the same thing happens with cellphone use."
Although 't he new texting and driving law states it is legal to talk on the phone via Bluetooth or speaker, many
reports and new studies have shown that it could be just
~s dangerous as texting and driving. According to a study
· 6,900
done by Target Zero, a driver is three times more likely to
get in an accident when talking on the phone.
"Phone conversations are different than talking to a pas5,175
senger," said Shelly Baldwin, legislative arid media relations
manager for the Washington Traffic Safety Commission.
"The brain is trying to figure out what it is seeing on the road
3,450
while trying to also picture what ,the person on the phone is
doing as well."
.
When. it comes to distracted driving in Kittitas County,
1,725
SherifPs Department Deputy Rob Hoctor advises parents·to
talk to their children and family members.
Hoctor has made his son aware of the dangers of texting
0
and driving and says he'll revoke car privileges ~f his son is
caught texting behind the wheel.
"Parents need to tell their kids about how dangerous it is,"
Hoctor said. "Parents need to take away their kid's car or
punish them if they get a ticket to teach them a lesson."

11%

20%

48%

· Source: Kittitas Sheriff's Department

New Washington State Patrol
Distracted Driving Violations
6,839

5,410

-

520

July - Dec. 2017

Jan. - May 2018

Source: Washington State Patrol

.
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By Taylor Papadakis
Staff Reporter
As of April 2018, Face book
announced it will now include a
dating option for its millions of
users. Using the likes and groups
you are interested in, an algorithm will take these preferences
and match you to whom is most
compatible.
This new feature is trying
to stray away from the reputation like Hot or Not or Tinder.
·1n fact, Facebook says it is distinctively moving away from the
idea of hookups and one night
stands, and is focusing on more
meaningful and lasting relationships.
Does that mean singles can
now find people who like Chickfil-A just as much as them?
Here are five tips to how
Facebook dating will work and
what the best sense of direction
is when putting yourself out
there:

Hey girl you up?

1

Creating a profile-with just
your first name helps protect
your safety more than you think.
The dating profile will not be
visible to friends or show up on
your N ews Feed, making the
sense of privacy as a determin·ing factor in how you're meeting
new people.

5

3
The ability to browse
through different pictures and
profiles is a big factor in this new
feature. Facebook will show its
users p eople who share similar
hobbies, acquaintances, and
other data taken through the social media site.

2
Events based on your location and groups you have liked
will decipher the people Facebook encourages you to get to
know. It's like the mutual friend
feature when determining who
you to befriend or not.

4

0

If both you and the new sexy
stranger you just met online
start a conversa,tion, it will be
sep arate from other apps such
as M essenger or Text Free. For
the safety and concern of it's
new users, only communication
through text is available. Video
chatting and sending GIFs is
something Facebook hopes to
have in the' future if this feature
goes as planned.

Facebook is taking its millions of users data, likes, and
groups to match you with whom
they think would be your best
fit. They are using data to determine ·this which includes
emotional rants and the endless number of dog pictures on
your profile. If you .are feeling
offended with theiz: suggestions,
· considering going through your
profile to clean it up or reconsid-,
· er making a new one.
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Boston cements a legacy at CWU
"Long Distance" from page l
"The legacy he will leave
behind is showing the rest
of the- guys who are super
similar in talent that 'this
is something we can all be
shooting for in the next couple years,"' Adkisson said.
"We've got a couple great
people who _will be seniors in
the fall with Josh, and th en
some really promising freshmen, we want those guys
to be able to take that and
continue to build their confidence as well."

•II

1-knew he had it
won . If you're by
him with the last
couple laps to go,
he's gonna drop
you.

II

- Ron Leaf, teammate

Courtesy of Josh Boston

Boston competes in the J.Ok at last year's 2017 GNAC Outdoor Track and Field Championships. He would place seventh in that race.

Boston has one final goal before moving on in life to bigger
things. Rather than an individual goal, Boston wants to help get
the C ~ Cross Country tea111
to the National Championships.
"We're
looking
pretty

strong ... With the marks we've has• been friends with Bosbeen hitting this year and the ton ever since their freshman
great freshmen class we've got year when Adkisson paired
coming in that's definitely the . them up for part of training
goal," Boston said.
camp. Leaf said that Boston
Fellow cross country run- has always had a "team-first
ner and teammate Ron Leaf attitude" when it comes to his

mentality of th e sports.
Leaf watched Boston run his
first-place l Ok at the GNAC
Outdoor Championships earlier this month and recalled how
he was feeling when· the race
__was nearing the end.
"You get 25 laps to watch it
develop. He led over half of it,
and f watched people slowly
start to fall off the pack," Leaf
said. "I knew he had it won. If
• you're by him with the last couple laps to go he's gonna drop
you. I was just jumping for joy
and skipping around, it was
pretty fun to cheer and watch."
Boston's father is a big inspiration for him. Boston said
his dad helped him in his
decision to go to CWU for
Track and Cross Country.
Boston's family still live in
California, but they take time
to fly up to Washington a
couple times a year to watch
Boston race.
When Boston looks back on
his time at CWU, he will most
remember winning the l Ok at
the GNAC Outdoor Championships, as it was in his mind,
his "biggest race ever."
"Usually I'm dead after a
race, but just because I had
so much adrenaline and happiness after it, I felt great," .
Boston said. "It was a great
feeling."

Challenge course. ce_
lebrates IO years

By Micah Chen

becomes very challenging to
Sports Reporter
facilitate."
The
Challenge
Course
hasn't
had
any
upgrades
since
The
CWU
Challenge
Course came to fruition in it's construction. Challenge
2008, and •is now celebrating course leader Melissa Robl 0 years of being a part of the ertson said it's because it is
a standard model, so there
CWU community.
Challenge Course team isn't a need for an upgrade.
leader Ann Baker said they Except for regular maintestill haven't made any an- · nance checks, the course isn't
nouncements on what the touched for modifications.
A common scenario at these
festivities will be for the l 0th
year anniversary, although she course events is a person or a
claims there are p lans being group claiming that there's no
way they can accomplish a task.
created.
"We hear that every single
There are many different
forms and structures ori · the time we come to the Challenge
Course," team leader Aubrey
Challenge Course.
Edwards
said. "We have so
The alpine course requires
many
people
think they can't
you to try and reach the top
of the structure. There's hun- do that, and you give them
dreds of different w~ys · to the slightest motivation to try
reach the summit of the al- it out, and before you know it
pine course, as each side of th ey're doing what they didn't
the structure has a different think was possible."
Being a team is an effective
design to it.
There's also an odyssey, where way to reach goals. A common
a group tries to make it from one practice for the Challenge
structure to another .structure Course team is to set a low
goal at first, and then progre.swhile high up the in the air.
The giant swing throws the sively reach for a higher goal.
Through the support of · the
participant 35 feet in the air
group, teammates can push each
and sways back and forth.
"The
most
challenging other to help reach those goals.
The Challenge Course
course for me would be the
team
now looks ahead at what
odyssey course," Baker said.
they
hope to accomplish m
"Because of the time restrain ts and the number of the following ten years.
A big goal would be to
people we're allowed to take
up on the odyssey, which is grow awareness of the course.
only eight people at a time, it The more people that utilize

.

Xander Fu/The Observer

Eric Scamser climbs to the top of the Alpine Tower. He wants to climb as much as he can before he graduates.

the course, whether they are
CWU students, corporate
groups, or community groups,
the more people that can benefit from ·it.
Robertson said the Chailenge Course is hoping to partner with community groups

and organization groups this
summer to get people out
there, and u·nderstand they
can utilize the course.
If you don't have a group
but want to try the Challenge
Course, the cheapest way to
do it according to Robertson ·

is the weekly sessions the challenge course has for individual
CWU students.
The session take place every Wednesday night from 5
p.m. to 7 p.m. at the Challenge
Course. The cost is $5 for students and $10 for non-students.

+
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Larabee makes a airocr coaching softball
By Rachel Greve
Sports Reporter
With three seasons, three
GNAC titles, 17 records and
one appearance in the NCAA
Division II West Super Regional tournament under his belt,
Mike Larabee has made a name
for himself during his time as
the CWU Softball coach.
Born in Spokane, Washington, Larabee moved to Kent
when he was about five or six
years old.
Falling in love with baseball as
a young boy, Larabee continued
playing throughout high school .
Courtesy of CWU Athletics
and into college. Playing at both Mike Larabee.
MiraCosta Community -Col- softball, Larabee did something
lege in Oceanside, California, many -haven't done: play for the
and Green River Community US National Men's Fastpitch
College in Auburn, Washing- Team, where he earned a bronze
ton, Larabee then transferred medal his second time around.
to Washington State University
"I got to play with and against
(WSU), where he was a grad- some of the worlds best players
uate assistant for the baseball when I was on the team," Larateam and earned both his bach- bee said.
elor's and master's degrees.
After a few years as a high
It wasn't until his junior year school coach and playing for the
at WSU that he began to fall in US National team, Larabee delove with softball.
cided it was time to try for some"Softball is just a faster paced thing bigger.
game," Larabee said. ''A good
He applied and became the
baseball game can take three assistant coach at Illinois State
maybe four hours, but a good University, a Division I Big tO _
softball game . could be over in school from 2002 until 2004.
an hour and a half."
"The hardest part was getting
I After graduating from WSU, used to all the NCAA rules,"
Larabee moved back home to Larabee said. "It was a_faster
teach physical education and be- paced game obviously but that
come a strength and · condition- · wasn't hard to get past, it .was
ing coach, but was still looking to learning all the different rules."
continue on with his passion and
Once he transitioned to the collove for either baseball or soft- legiate level, Larabee hasn't left.
ball. That was when he saw the
Along with his extensive
opening for both a baseball and coaching list, Larabee was privisoftball coaching spot at his alma- leged to not only be one of a few
mater, Kentridge High School, team USA pool coaches but to
where he went on to taking the also hold the assistant coach pusoftball position in 1996.
sition with the 2011 Team USA.
"My dad thought I was cra- Larabee also held the head
zy at first for taking the softball coach position at both Wright
position, but he was always my State in Ohio and the University
biggest supporter going to all of of Arkansas and made NCAA
my games," Larabee said ..
tournament appearances with
While coaching high school both teams before becoming the .

Courtesy of CWU Athletics

Larabee high fives a player as she heads home during a softball game. The Wildcats finished 3 1-1 6 last season overall.

head coach at CWU in 2015.
In three seasons with CWU,
Larabee has earned two Coach
of the Year honors and landed
more than 25 players on different GNAC, NFCA, and NCAA
DII honors lists.
·
Larabee has become the biggest supporter of each and every
one of his athletes. This includes
finding a way to connect with
those that were on their way out
of the program when he first arrived three years ago.
"Coach Larabee brought back
the confidence that had gone
away before he arrived my senior
year," graduate assistant Alexa
Olague said. "Having a coach
who truly believes in you really
helps with a player's mentality,and with softball being such a
mental game, that was huge for
me, and allowed me to have the
success I had senior year." _.
' With the high energy and upport he shows each of his athletes, Larabee always brings excitement and new memories to
the team, Whether it be jumping with excitement or singing
along with the team in the car,
Larabee always finds a way to
enjoy his time with his team.
"My favorite story is about

Coach Bee is all the car rides we got to travel he was my biggest suphad in Vegas. The other juniors _porter when I played well."
and I all ride in his car and pick
In each season since he has
the music we listen to," junior coached for CWU, Larabee has
outfielder R achae!Johnson said. had the team read a new book to"Each time we are in the car, gether. He has also been known to
Coach Bee always requested the play motivational talks and share
song "Party in the USA'' by Mi- his personal philosophy with each
ley Cyrus, and [pe] sang it at the new team to continue to grow and
top of his lungs with us."
learn more about the game and
Larabee's passion for the about being a person as a whole.
game and excitement for chan"I had never played under a
geup pitches is something that coach who had an established,
led sophomore pitcher Taylor philosophy. His intensity and pasWilliams to CWU.
sion for the game is not something
"lremember talking to him on you see very often. His passion for
the phone and he was so excited. the game feeds off on his players,"
I remember him talking about Olague said.
how much he loves changeups,"
-As each season goes on and
Williams said. "I'm a pitcher, each graduating class passes, Larchangeups are my baby. And the abee continues to make sure he'
fact that he loved them too made teaches and helps prepare each of
me want to play for him."
the women on his team to be the
Larabee is the team's biggest best humans they can be.
supporter, but he is also fair
"I really want to see these lawhen it comes to' the eam. IWil- • dies be the best moms, friends,
Iiams described him as someone employees and people possible
she can alyVays talk to when she when they are off the field and
has a question or concern about after they graduate," Larabee
her performance on the field.
said.
"I remember when I didn't travel one weekend, I went into his office and asked him why," Williams
said. "H e told me what I needed to
do and the next weekend when I

1

'

Opinion: Cano not a I st ballot hall of famer
By Gunnar Hinds
Sports Reporter

Gunnar Hinds

Robinson Cano has tarnished his
career with his recent PED (performance-enhancing _ drug) testing.
The Mariners second baseman
tested positive for PEDs last week.
''Recently I learned that I tested positive for a substance called

furosemide, which is not a performance-enhancing substance. Fua
rosemide is used to treat various
medical conditions in the United
States and Dominican Republic.
This substance was given to me by
a licensed doctor in the Dominican Republic to treat a medical ailment. While I did not realize ;it the
time that I was given a medication
that was banned, I obviously now
wish. that I had been more careful," Cano said in a press release.
Cano is an eight-time all star,
2009 World Series champion,
two-time Gold Glove recipient and five-time Silver Slugger
Award recipient. Over the course
of his career, Cano has amassed
over 300 home runs and over
1200 RBIs.
When he tested positive for

furosemide, which is a drug to
cover up steroid use as of late
in the MLB, it gave him an 80game suspension.
He _will not receive pay for
those games which gives the
Mariners a little over $11 million to help replace the all-star
second baseman.
The stunt Cano pulled hurt the
Mariners organization, although
they are saving all ·that money.
Cano is and has been the captain
of the team since moving over
from the Yankees organization.
D ee Gordon came in from
the outfield to help at second
base since Cano's absence. Four
games after doing so, Gordon
was hurt and put on a IO day
DL (disabled list).
Cano is experiencing the same

nish on Cano's baseball career.
"Today I decided to accept
MLB's suspension. This was the
most difficult decisi~n I have ever
made in my life, but ultimately
the right decision given that I
do not dispute that I was given
this substance. I apologize to my
family, friends, fans, teammates
and the Mariners organization.
I am extremely grateful for the
support I have received during
this process, and I look forward
to re-joining my teammates later
this season," Cano said.
Even with the apology, the
fans are upset with the mistakes
Cano has made. Seattle was just
starting to become a powerhouse
and had a chance in the playoffs
for the first time since 2001. This
hurt their chan_ces badly.
0

ordeal that legendary baseball
player, Alex Rodriguez, went
through.. Both were suspended
for the use of steroids and this hurt
Rodriguez's chances of becoming
a hall of famer. This is a huge tar-

0
.

.

·. · No summer plans?. Here are five good reasons
why you should take classes this summer:
1. Pell grai1~ funding is now available for summer quarter.
.

2. Live at home and take classes online.
3. Save money. Shorten your time to graduation.
4. Improve your GPA. Retake a class.

s.·Sample a new subject. Try something new.
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What to
dointbe
'Burgtbis
week:

I Time at CWU running out for seniors

■

To all the underclassmen, here are some tips· you can apply in y9ur future years here at CWU!
First o( all, always meet at least once a quarter with your adviser. If possible, also meet with the registrar
to make sure you are on schedule with your classes. Just meeting once a quarter benefitted me so much ·
because I knew that I was taking the right classes.

By Barbara Mirano
For The Observer

Another thing is to not be afraid to talk with your professors outside of class. They are there to help you
and they want you to succeed.

As far as academics, I always had to take notes·in class-it just helped me retain and unde~stand the conte1;t much better. If you learn
and/ or study in a different way and it works for you, then stick to it. Don't be afraid to try different study methods either.

l!lfay 31Open Mic Night 8
p.m. Sure Pit. Sign-ups
at 7:30 p.m ..

Once you've got your academics covered, yes, go on adventures and go to events on and off campus! College goes by very, very quickly. There is always something going on! Invite your friends and enjoy these years you have. Be open to new experiences, ideas and
things that resonate with you and will help you succeed!

CWU has been a great home these past few years. Through friends and faculty, I've grown more these past
two years tha:n I have during any other time in my life.

...

JanelTeanaway Star Gazing
& S'mores 6:30 p.m.
meet at OPR. Enjoy
a campfire and·s'mores in the Teanaway.
$15/$20.

I've learned the value of meeting new people and experiencing new things. I've learned the importance
of finding balance in life. Life is stressful and having people support you is necessary. ·

By Alanna Inzunza
For The Observer

I would encourage people to get involved and meet new people. It's scary to come to college not knowing
anyone, but this is your time to be the person you've always wanted to be. Go out and experience things you've always wanted to do.
Have the most amazing time of your life. After these four years are done, life starts and things will get even more stressful.

From freshman to senior year: what's changed?

Juntt 222nd Annual CWU
Fashion Show, 3 & T
p.m. at the Milo Tower
Theatre, $10 ·student/$12 GA

Jane4Paws and Relax!, 4-7
p.m. in Library 288.
Finals stressing you?
Come cuddle with therapy pups. Free.

When you are taking 18 credits, be sure to pay attention in class. Don't fall behind in classes, because it's a
pain to catch up.

Top Songs: 2014 vs Now

Average gas prices in WA State

2014
1. "Happy" Pharrell Williams
2. "Dark Horse" Katy Perry Ft. Juicy J
3. "All of Me" John Legend
4. "Fancy" Iggy Azalea Ft. Charil XCX
5. "Counting Stars" OneReprblic

2014: $3.36 Today: $2.96

Today
1. "This is America" Childish Gambino
2. "Nice for What" Drake
3. "God's Plan" Drake
4. "Psycho" Post Malone Ft Ty Dolla $ign
,
5. "Meant to be" Bebe Rexha & Florida Georgia Line

CWU Enrollment

Minimum Wage

2013-14: 11,287 students

2013-14: $9.32/hr

2017-18: 12,185 students

2013-14: $11.50/hr

Other facts.about 2014
JaaeSWaffle Night, 8-9:30
p.m. at the Library Fish
Bowl Refresh from
studying for finals with
waffles, coffee and tea.

The iPhone 6 was released on
Sept. 19

The Ice Bucket challenge was
popular in support of ALS

100th Rose Bowl: #4 Michigan
State beat #5 Stanford, 24-20

Kanye West and Kim Kardashian
got married on May 24

"Orange Is the New Black" season
two came out on Netflix

Seahawks won Superbowl against
the Denver Broncos, 43-8.

Keep ,~ Touch
June8-10-

cwu Ellensburg
Commencement
Ceremonies, congrats
· graduates! More info:
cwu.edu/commencement

Sugar Thai Cuisine
:.The Best of:.Thai :lood

.

r10%
-- Off
- -------------,
Any Purchase Sugar Thai Cuisine.

1

(509).933.4224 • Fax (509).933.4288
306 N Pine St, Ellens burg, WA 98926
L.

-- Tear me off and take
me with you this week --
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Open 7 Days a Week
Mon. - Thurs, 11am - 9pm
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